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fault-depression area wholly unknown until the flight of November
23, 1935) about 9,000 square miles. The results demonstrate again
the value of air photography in reconnaissance exploration.
,	Geographical features
In interpreting the geographical and topographical features re-
vealed by the Ellsworth photographs and the maps compiled from
them, an attempt was made to correlate the findings of the Ells-
worth expedition with Wilkins's discoveries in 1928 and with the
work of the British Graham Land Expedition under Rymill. At the
time that the maps were under construction from the* Ellsworth
photographs only preliminary newspaper accounts were available on
the work of the British expedition which operated in or close to the
two main areas, coastal and interior, covered by the maps.
The map of the eastern coast of southern Graham Land published
by the American Geographical Society on the scale of i :400,ooo dis-
closes a segment of ice-mantled coast with an outer frontage of
about 120 miles conjectured to lie approximately between 68° 10'
and 69° 35' S. The mountainous coastal belt, possibly a dissected
scarp according to RymilTs report, is cut through by a large number
of valley glaciers of low gradient, which divide it up into numerous
capes and headlands, of which some apparently extend out directly
to the shelf ice of Weddell Sea and others are fronted by an apron
of piedmont ice, whose outer edge is marked by a line of crevasses.
This stretch of coast is divided into two segments, a northen arcuate
piece concave towards the sea, and a southern roughly rectilinear
piece extending north and south. Both segments meet in a project-
ing headland.
The Ellsworth photographs in this area are also of great value in
the interpretation of a number of the Wilkins photographs taken in
1928. At three places along this stretch of coast features on the
Ellsworth photographs were identifiable on the Wilkins photo-
graphs. In the north the dark outliers along the sweep of Bowman
Coast, photographed by Wilkins at a great distance as he was flying
across the wide bight enclosed by this coast, are repeated on a
number of the Ellsworth photographs. In the centre, features at the
mouth of Lurabee Glacier (named Lurabee Channel by Wilkins)

